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All][SUBÂ .The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for measuring angles. Angle measuring
devices may be applied in many uses, such as distance measurement, arc welding, metal fabricating processes,
and the like. A known type of angle measuring apparatus comprises a probe, which is rotated and it transmits a

unique sequence of pulses, having a period determined by the angular velocity of the probe. The pulses are
processed, and from the processed pulses a measure of the angle is obtained. In such a device, the pulses are

attenuated in dependence of the angular position of the probe, but this is compensated by the application of an
electronically controlled attenuation by which the pulses are received and amplified at a comparator. The
previous devices have the drawback that the pulses have a small amplitudes. The result is an insufficient
sensitivity. The same drawback also occurs in angle measuring devices with rotating wheels, wherein the

wheels are rotated and pulses are generated by pulses marked on a disc which is attached to the wheel. These
known devices have the drawback that they are not suitable for small angles. A further drawback is the fact

that the output is sensitive to vibrations.David Harris (author) David Harris (born 1955 in Washington, D.C.) is
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St. John's College, Cambridge University, and Boston University. He is a Professor in the Department of
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DownloadExpressing an opinion at the media briefing of the platform is part of the ritual while exiting the
media briefing they always inform the media of the decision taken by the platform and those of the members

who have voted differently are informed by the media,” she said. Vidhyasagar hails Pande She also hailed
party nominee from Bangalore North N.R. Rangaswamy Reddys statement on Kannada becoming one of the

official languages of the State. “He has made an excellent statement because he has made it official,” she said.
She said they were happy that the decision had been made keeping in mind the sentiments of the people and
the elders of the state.Q: Switching Apache2 config files results in double request handling First of all, I'm

new to APACHE. I've been using wamp for a while but lately I started trying to learn some APACHE. I want
to make my local Apache2 server to act as a proxy server and to this end I've been experimenting with config
files and with changing my ProxyPass settings. Basically, the project is a Facebook App I'm working on, and I
want to be able to share some of my own content on other sites and to this end I tried connecting to the proxy
server through FB's developers section and it works, so the issue isn't there. The issue that I can't quite get is

that whenever I change to a new config file, I get double requests for the same thing. So, I changed it to
/etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf and restarted the Apache server, and here's my current /etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf

file: ProxyPreserveHost On ProxyPass / ProxyPassReverse / # HOSTS file to redirect requests to the
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